
LECTURE FOR HISTORY 2: Noverrrkre 6th, 1952: 3.SO PM 

Father Mc Carthy/has asked me to iBB±ia?*x±scdttrib6 address you 

this afternoon. He has lent me a copy of the t6xt book which 
you are using 

volume of a A Politioal and Cultural History of Modern Europe 

by Carlton Hayes. 

The edition which you are using is the revised edition of 1932. 

It is the latest edition, which has often been reprinted, but 

has not been revised in the past twenty years. 

The First Part of Xxm the First Volume of Hayes deals with 

"The Forming of Modern Europe11 

The Third Chapter of this irirst Part is entitled "The Intellectual 

Quickening11. 

The fifth article of this third chapter is on "Scientific 

4 ^Development" 

\ Father Mc Carthy\ has asked me to takaxxaDcmyxtapiagpc give alecture 
i b 

on the first four pages of this article, that is on pages 122 to 
i i 
126 of Hayes, v o l . l . y J L ^ ^ — ^ f ^ v 

3 ̂  four m stronomer s; 
In these four pages there are mentioned 

«••» i ? i » 
Nicholas Copernicus (1473-1543) PHI,IH fiMmui j utt ̂-irififwirnr.; (n.i|.iwj irfffyirinri) 
Tycho Brahe (1546-1601) 

John Kepler (1571-1630) 

Galileo Galilei (1564-1642) 

These four men influenced not only the history of astronomy, but the 

cultural history of Europe. 

First of all I would wish to say a word on the pBZSBHai background 

and personal character of each of these men. 



Copernicus, Brahe, Kepler and Galileo had this in common, that 

they were all university graduates• Their university training had 

a tremendous influence on their later careers* 

On the other hand: The up-bringing 
XiMxiatamagrHg and chkrafcter of eas h of the four was very different* 

Theinfluence they had was greatly coloured, not only by their 

university training, but also by their character• 

It is worth while to stop and think on that fact* 

There is a very old saying that as the twig is bent, so the tree 

is inclined. T£&e aphorism, seems to me, to be too static* 

History suggests that the influence of a man's character has 

a more dynamic effect than merely inclining the tree# 

If any of you effect the future history of Canada or of the 

Church or of any particular science, the effect will be a 

reflection of yraoc the character which you show in college* 

1A 
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Galileo, maoaxxxxxx was always vain and impetus* , When he iaicame 

to be an eminent professor of physics, his vanity and impetuosity 

got him into trouble* His vanity also engendered a not too healthy 

&mb it i on • He ̂ ras born &f middle class- parent s, and he ambit ioned 

to- raiee-himself by the shoe straps to a higher level* 

Kepler was bgpg of a poor family* He went to university on 

a scholarship* He had to work hard* When he mcs graduated 

he had to take a job as an astronomer and matehmatician* flaijgLgx 

mdcksaoEdk Teaching mathematics and doing research in astronomy for 

his patrons was his bread and butter* He was a German, and he 

worked hard, and met success* 



r* 

Tych Brahe, a Dane, w as born of a well-to-do family* He went 

to university, beacuse young men of his social standing itor 

supposed to go to university* He studied medicine, as many then 

did to get a good all round education,- not because he particularly 

wanted to be a doctor or was looking for a lucrative practice* 

By accident, as I shall tell later, he became intereste in 
LutM**. 

rwf / i U IJU I ^ 

astronomy* He yjorked ahrd at it* Bike Galileo, he was vainJfcflW* f 

His social standing made a difference* His vanity manifested 
itself in an extreme intolerance » and pig-headiness* 

Copernicus was the most likeable character* He was born of a very 

aristocitaitic and wealthy family* No worries of the future ever 

crossed his mind* He was gentleman and a scholar ±mxi and an 

aristocrat to the finger tips* 

Copernicus was born in Poland (at Torun t r t i n 1473) 

(Torun on the River Vistula 92 miles south of Danzig) 

Before he was old enough to go to College, both his father and 

his motherw ere dead* It was his uncle, a Bishop (Luca.£Watzelrod) 

who ibasxibaA guided kxat the early days of his academic career* 

Almost automatically he went to the University of Krakow and 

(1491-95) took a masters degree in Arts. While there he studied astronomy 

as every good artsmen of those days did* 

HVhen he was finished, his uncle suggested that he proceed to 

the university of Bologna to take a degree in Canon Law* 

His uncle conferred upon him minor ordeBB (the same as modern 

seminarians get at the end of their firt year of theology), and 

he proceeded to Bolgna in Italy, registered as a cleric and started 

his course in Canon Law. { * W < 

Jj J^rvi^ /X^A-v. ArH^Y 

vt 



At Bologna university, Copernicus followed not only the lectures 

in canon 1 aw^bS^^l^'^h^l^^ures of 

ĵfee lectures in science given for medical students., which included 

astronomy and mathemtaics again. 

/L^ OsvHisro 2 J 

fx the year 1500 was* Jubilee Year, so Copernicus went to Rome 
i for the Jubilee. He had been fiva years at Bologna, and it would 

taking In ExgzbcxiixscMi: Europe one 
seem that he left without/a degree. IfccMsxsta 
^J^Lfci^jk the early days of the universities 

(and in the time of Cooernicus) many went to tkHxmixKxx a university 

, satisfied the requirements for a degree, but did not take one. 

1/Vhen in Rome, he lectured on astronomy and mathematics. There is 

a famous painting by Gerson (1831 Jb^ 1901) which shows Copernicus 

lec1$uing in Rome, and among hHixxiiariafiKHMxxxx his audience 

are Leonardi da Vinci, Pope Alexander VI and a famous xxtaorasaune 

Bolognese astronomer, Novara (1454-1504)*f Whether t&is is a flight 
/ 

of the painters imagination or represents fact we are not sure. 

Ihen the Jubilee was over, Copernicus went to Padua and enrolled 

ajfc the university there as a student in medicine, ifexmse Three years 
later ^ ur̂i. ftQ?^ tAt-ii 
him to come home to be his secretary. Before going home, he went 

to Ferrara (40 m.S.W of Padua. 50 m. NE of Bologna) for a year and 
took a doctotate 

in Canon , 

He did not take a degree in medicine because wish 
he did not isdcRMt to be a doctor of medicine • He did not take 

a degree in canon law from Bologna, because Ferrara was, at this 

time, deemed to be superior to Bolgna for canon law. 
I 1JU0 
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UFopernicus had spent 12 years ±nxsx± as a university student, 

•when he returned home to become secretary to his uncle the bishop* 

HxaDoraE The bishop had already made him a canon of the cathedral* 

Nowadays one cannot be named a canon unless already a priest* In 

Copernicus1 day it was not so* It was sufficinet to be a cleric* 

It would seem that Copernicus was never ordained* He was a cleric, 

and dressed like a cleric, but was not a priest* He was a good 

holy and charitable man* He acted as physician to the bishop and 

to the poor of the neighbourhood. And, in his spare time he 

worked at his astronomy* 

Now, until the time of Copernicus, it was generally accepted that 

the sun rose in the east and set in the west; that it went round 

the earth every day* 



inxik® In the universities which Copernicus attended, the theory 

on the motion of the sun, moon and stars which was taught was itodfc 

known as the Ptolemaic System 

The Ptolemaic System was called after Claudius Ptotamy, who 

worked out his syetm about 150 AD* 

Ptolemy was a native of Egypt* He lived in Alexandria ( and was 

possibly born there)* Aisxx His language was Greek* 

He wrote a book called Syntaxis by him, and The Almagest by later 

Arabs* It was a summary of astronomy* It supposed the earth 

to be in the centre of the universe, and the sun to circle round 

the sun once a day* He showed how to calculate the positions of 

the sun, moon, or planets for any given time* iitxxacsxmxroi His 

explanations were used to predict the xiXKKSXjafeikEX positions 

of the planets for £b±±x years ahead* The planets seemed to follow 

the time table drawn up* But after a while they started to rim 

off schedule* So Ptolemy^ system had to be revised* In the course 

of centuries it had to be revised again* By Copernicus time, 

there were so many exceptions and corre tions and emendations to 

Ptolemy^ system that it was a mess, and the calculation of the 

positions of the planets a complicated affair* 

During Copernicus1 12 years as a university student he had plenty 

of time to think about the matter quietly. He read of how an 

ancinet flrwn Ionian Greek, Aristarchus of Samos (c*280 BC) (Sarton, I, 

had suggested that the sun did not go round the earth, but the earth 

turned on its axis• 



Aristarchus* suggestion -was never seriously considered. He had 

OTXXK3C2CBHX not worked out details, of the consequences of his 

suggestion. His suggestion was dropped in the ash can. 

Copernicus decided to investigate it. He worked out details. 

He made observations on the sun to correct his theory. 

Ah By 1507 he had worked out his now theory. He used it himself 

for his calculations,fHr and found it much simpler than the 

Ptolemaic system. 

In 1517: Luther nailed his 95 "theses" to the church door at 

Wittenberg 

In 1520 Luther was excommunicated. 

In Poland, people were asking Copernicus to publish an account 

of his theory. 

iax±S About 1529 "wrote a brfcief sketch (Commentariolus) of his 

astronomical system. The Carmaentariolus was not printed; a number 

of handwritten copies circulated among students of science." 

(Edward Rosen, "The Camraentariolus of Copernicus" Osiris, vol III, 

123-141, (1937), 123) 

T^ere are three copies of this mss. existing to-day. One in Vienna* 

one in Stockholm and one in Leniggrad. (Rosen, 123) 

I have seen a translation based on the Vienna and Stocholm mss. 



As regards the xiai^&spHriiiKioKcx Earth, Copernicus theory m s this 

(1) The earth rotates on its axis evry 24 hours; 

(2) The earth revolves around the sun every year: 

(3) The axis of the earth has a conical motion. The axis of the 

earth traces the outline of two cones• The apex of each is at 

the centre of the earth, fhe base of one is a circle described by 

the north pole; the base of the other a circle mac desribed by 

the south pole. 

The motion of the axis of the efcrth is similar to the motion 

of the axis of a spinning top. One can notice how the pole of 

a spinning top decsribes a circle as the top starts to spinning 

slowly before falling. 

The conical motion of the axis of the earth is very slow. 

The north pole decsribes a circle every 25, 800 years • 

At present the axis of the earth points up to what we call the 

North Star (which is Alpha Ursae Minoris to Astronomers); 

in about 12,000 years, Vega (Alpha Lyrae will be the North Star). 

j • 



Copernicus* theory that the sun did not move was revolutionary. 

He had a great deal of mathematics to prove his thoery. Leraned 

professors were greatly interested. Copies of his Coiamentarioljnus 

were made. Professors talked about it. Students thought it was 

a great joke: The sun doesnft move; we only imagine that it does. 

As early as 1531, it was joked about in a play in .a theatre in 

Elbing (35 miles ESES of Danzig). 

In 1533 a x±m scholar in Rome (Johaxrn A. Widmanstter) Kjqsnm enthusiastically 

expouned the theory to Clement VI (Julius de Medici, 1478-1534), Pope 

(1523-1534) 

In 1536 a Cardinal (Schoenberg) pleade with Copernicus to pub^ih 

his theory. 

On June 4, 1539, Luther came out: "The idiot is bent on upsetting 

the whole science of astronomy" (Hartmann Grisar, Luther, 6 vols, 

(St Louis, 1915-1917) vol.VI, 25) 

In July 1939 , a protestant raksritacK professor from Wittenberg 

came to Frauenberg for fisrt hand information. Copernicus let 

Joachim Rheticus publish a description of his system. It appeared 

in Danzig under the title Warratio Prima. 

On Oct 16 1541, Philipp Melanchthon ( Lutherfs fellow labourer) writing 

3TOB±e to a friend referred to "the absurd notion" of "the Sarmatian 

Astronomer, \?ho is trying to stop the sun and move the earth. " And 

he added that the authorities should restrain such lincence of mind. 

( Corpus Reformatorum, Vol.4, p.679 (edited by K.G. Bretscheindebr, 1776-1848), 

reproduced by Mizwa, p.32) 

But there was no public outcry against the Narratio. 



a 
Copernicus turned over his complete treatise to publisher* (Joh. Petreius) 

at Nurnberg . On. the very day that Copernicus died, may 24, 1543, 

there came off the press his great work Concerning the Revolutions 

of the Heavenly Spheres. 

After the appearance of Copernicus1 book Melanchton came into the 
f 

open and said that it was a sin and a scandal to publish such 

nonsense. (J.L.E.Dreyer, Planetary Systems, (Cambridge, 1906), 353. 


